
MAILCHIMP IS A 
LEADER IN B2B 
EMAIL MARKETING.
What do their B2B 
Facebook ads look 
like?
A quick overview of
Mailchimp’s Facebook
ads.



We’ve run over $50m of B2B ad
spend for dozens of companies.

This commentary comes from 
that experience.



What makes a good B2B ad?
Take a look at the parts of an ad below:



The visual headline is the most important
part - it should get the business decision
maker’s attention instantly as they scroll.



There’s a lot more best practices,
but with that, let’s jump into

Mailchimp.

Mailchimp Time



They are sorely needing clear Visual 
Headlines to make their ads more 
effective.
Most of the imagery in the Main 
Visuals does not clearly associate 
with the ad messaging.
Overall, simple Visual Headline 
testing could improve their FB 
performance 50% overnight.

Overall Summary

See specific ad commentary below -
and an overall rating at the end!



The visual headline here is too vague to be
effective on Facebook. MC needs to be more
specific on how their platforms automatically

creates campaigns.



Similar issue. MC are looking at these ads as
part of a whole (“creative smarts, customer
journey smarts”). FB users are not, they see
disconnected ads without clear value props.



This needs a Visual Headline. A bright couch
alone won’t stop your target business decision

maker while she is scrolling her newsfeed.



If this ad used a snippet of the CEO’s quote
as a Visual Headline, it would be way more

effective. Quotes can make great
visual headlines.



This needs a visual headline! There’s so many
possibilities to test, like, “Mailchimp

Freelancers - Get Certified”!



It’s a rectangle, not 1000 x 1000. No visual
headline. You need text on the image to get

people’smattention.  The line art isn’t applicable
to email. This doesn’t have to matter if your

visual headline is good, but there’s no
headline here.



Even though this ad looks boring, it’s the best
one so far because it gets the attention of
the target market instantly. I’d get more

specific with something like, “The Mailchimp
Developer Experience Is Now Even Better”



Mailchimp could be getting much
better performance from FB than

they are now. 

If they add and test clear Visual
Headlines on all their B2B ads,

I’d estimate a 50% increase
in ROI overnight.

OVERALL RATING:



WANT US TO 
IMPROVE YOUR 
B2B ADS AND 
AD STRATEGY?
GET IN TOUCH BELOW:
growth@rightpercent.com
www.rightpercent.com


